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At the time of writing (11/4/23) the new brook fusion boards are not yet
compatible. As soon as I have a fix, I’ll push a firmware update. If having an
internal solution is not a priority or you don’t want to wait, I would
recommend using a Wingman adapter with FGC mode instead (it’s cheaper
too).

Each kit includes:
● 1x Mating board
● 1x Ribbon cable
● 4x Adhesive stando�s (for the Light)
● 4x Screws (for the Heavy)



Step 1: Remove the 6 screws on the back panel



Step 2 (LIGHT ONLY): Secure the 4 stando�s to the
holes in each corner of the Brook Board

Step 3: Attach mating board
The two-pin connector won’t attach to anything unless you’re using a PS4+
board. This is normal.



Step 4: Plugging in the Ribbon cable
Start by lifting the black latch of the connector from the back (right side in
this picture). Then, slide the ribbon cable in and secure it by pushing the
latch back down.



Step 5 (LIGHT ONLY): Mounting
(Please note: Some of the adhesive pads need to be rotated within a
certain range to fit, I recommend placing it inside without taking the
adhesive o� before doing it for real)
After peeling the adhesive o�, stick the brook board inside. Be sure to
match the orientation of the picture below.



Step 5 (HEAVY ONLY): Mounting
Screw the 4 screws into the brook board, being mindful of the board’s
orientation.



Step 6: Attaching the Ribbon Cable to the Main Board
Attach the ribbon cable the same way as before (lifting the black tab from
the back, sliding it in, and pushing the tab back down). Then, push down
and crease the cable to keep it in place

Step 7: Reassembly
Just the reverse of Step 1. Place the bottom panel back on and screw back
in the 6 black screws.


